General works and grand strategy

Roskill’s four book official history still dominates the historiography of the Royal Navy’s war at sea: either influencing historians’ analysis, or more recently serving as a spur for revisionist interpretations. Barnett’s history of the Royal Navy in the war is a more digestible single volume history, though still dependent on many of Roskill’s sources and research materials. Redford is a more recent and much shorter overview. Three recent general histories of the Second World War at sea: Murfett, Symonds and Mawdsley, include much material on the Royal Navy’s war, and place it within the context of the wider war at sea. Brown is a study of naval relations between two allies in the first months of the war. Bell provides an important analysis of Churchill’s attitude towards sea power and his influence on its strategy and operations. Brodhurst is a biography of the Royal Navy’s professional head in the first four years of the war, whilst Cunningham is the autobiography of its professional head in the last two. Simpson’s work is an edition of Cunningham’s private papers and official correspondence including his period as First Sea Lord. Faulkner and Rohwer are both useful works of reference. Gray, in a chapter which forms part of a much broader book, provides a succinct overview of the significance of the sea power in that war. O’Brien seeks to challenge the contemporary historical focus on land warfare in the Second World War, arguing that the air-sea war was much more important. Smith analyses the importance of ‘logistics diplomacy’ within the US-British alliance.
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*Home Waters, Northern Waters and the Atlantic*

Haarr (2013) provides a detailed account of the first months of the War at Sea making considerable use of German as well as British sources. Levy is a history of a neglected force, the Home Fleet, and its operations during the war. Brown is a re-print of the Admiralty staff history of the Norway campaign with a new introduction. Kiszely is a detailed analysis of the British failure in Norway, from a tri-service and strategic perspective, whilst Haarr (2009) and (2010) provides a comprehensive account of naval operations, which again make much use of non-British sources. Gardner is a re-print of the Admiralty staff history of the evacuations at Dunkirk. Sebag-Montefiore is a broad-ranging account of the land campaigns leading to Dunkirk and the evacuation itself. Mace consists of extracts from reports of proceedings and other reports by Royal Navy officers involved in the evacuations. Grove’s volumes are compilations of Admiralty staff histories covering operations against German surface raiders and major ships, plus two interrogation reports from survivors of the sinking of the Tirpitz and Scharnhorst. Llewellyn-Jones is a further staff history, this time of the Arctic Convoys. Goulter analyses the RAF’s bombing offensives against German shipping in northern waters.
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*The campaign against the U-Boat in the Atlantic*

Barley and Waters is the British staff history of the Battle of the Atlantic, reprinted with a new introduction by Eric Grove by the Navy Records Society. Hessler, a former German naval staff officer, was commissioned by the British Admiralty to provide the perspective from U-Boat Command. Syrett (1994) analyses the final defeat of the U Boat wolf packs in 1943, whilst his later work (2002) is a
collection of intelligence reports derived from Ultra relevant to the Battle of the Atlantic. Gardner (1999) analyses in detail the significance of Ultra to defeating the U-Boat campaign. Milner provides a history of the campaign from the Canadian perspective, the first volume (1985) covering the period up to middle of 1943, and the second (1994) the period to the end of the war. Llewellyn-Jones (2006) primarily analyses the British response to German technological advances and tactical doctrine from 1944 and into the post-war years. Haslop is a comparative history of planning, training and the implementation of lessons learnt by both the British and Germans. Buckley’s history covers the RAF’s contribution to defeating the U-Boats, and Waddington analyses the importance of operational research techniques in the RA F’s battles against the U-Boat.
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**The Mediterranean**

This theatre is well served by Admiralty staff histories, with Brown being a re-print of the two completed volumes of the theatre staff history, Llewellyn-Jones the staff histories covering the Malta Convoys, and Harrold the battle summary of the Battle of Cape Matapan. Simpson’s (1999) edited collection contains the papers of the Royal Navy’s Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean up to 1943. Simpson’s (1996) collection contains the edited papers of Admiral Somerville, Commander of the Gibraltar-based ‘Force H’ from 1940 to 1942. Greene and Massignani is a comprehensive history of the naval campaign between the Royal Navy and the Italian Navy, providing an important Italian perspective to the campaign. Tomblin’s history covers US and British forces in the Mediterranean during the later period when naval support for amphibious landings dominated operations.
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**War in the East**

Goldingham’s work is the multi-volume staff history and provides a comprehensive account of British naval operations in this theatre. Gill and Waters are the officials histories for Australia and New Zealand respectively, and both range more widely than East Asia covering all significant operations by the RAN and RNZN. Both Boyd and Britts assess British naval strategy up to 1942, the former coming to significant new conclusions. Middlebrook and Mahoney remains the standard account of the loss of Force Z at the start of the Pacific War. Simpson’s edited volume published by the Navy Records Society, includes Somerville’s papers from his time as Commander in Chief Eastern Fleet from 1942 to 1944. Hobbs’ and Robb Webb’s accounts of the Pacific Fleet cover the same subject but in very different ways: the former is an operational and tactical narrative history, whilst the latter is a thematic analysis with considerable material on the early post-war period.


**Landings in France and North-West Europe**

Invasion Europe is a publication by the British government combining three Admiralty staff histories: the Normandy landings (Operation Neptune), the invasion of South West France (Operation Dragoon), and the campaign in North-West Europe (including Operation Infatuate, the landings at Walcheren). In comprehensiveness it is still the standard account of the British naval side of these amphibious operations. Symonds is a recent account of Neptune, largely from the US perspective.


**Submarine warfare**
The campaign against German U-Boats is reviewed above, but British submarine warfare had been a relatively neglected area. Hezlet’s limited print-run account is a comprehensive narrative history, Haarr focusses on the first year of the war, whilst Redford is wider-ranging cultural history of submarines in the twentieth century. An Admiralty Staff History of submarine warfare remains unpublished but is available at the UK National Archives in ADM 234/380 to 382.


**Naval Aviation**

Till was the first detailed academic study in this area since the Admiralty staff histories of naval aviation (which remain unpublished but are available at the UK National Archives in ADM 234/383 and 384). Brown is a thorough operational history, whilst Jones is a selection of documents published for the Navy Records Society: the two volumes published so far reach to the end of 1943. Approximately half of Gates and Jones covers the Second World War and is an overview of the history of maritime air from both a land-based and sea-based context. Buckley and Goulter review the RAF’s involvement in two separate maritime air campaigns.
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**Social histories and alternative perspectives**

The last two decades have seen the emergence of naval histories of the Second World War that move beyond the operational accounts that dominated the first half century after the conflict ended. McKee’s book was the first to appear, offering a history based on oral accounts and questionnaires held by the Imperial War Museum. Lavery’s three books then followed as more general social histories. Prysor’s history is a narrative of the Second World War at sea interwoven with first-hand accounts of the conflict. Stanley and Spence are volumes in the National Museum of the Royal Navy’s History of the Royal Navy series, each providing surveys of different thematic areas. Redford’s book is one of the first works to apply a cultural historical approach to modern naval warfare.


**Materiel**

Friedman’s many volumes provide thorough histories of the naval procurement of ships and weaponry, placed in the context of naval policy, strategy, technology and operations of the time. Brown is a history of warship design from the perspective of the Royal Corps of Naval Constructors, the Admiralty’s naval architects. Moore is a detailed account of the Navy’s shipbuilding programmes during the war.
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**Intelligence**

Hinsley’s multi-volume official history of intelligence in the Second World War includes much material on naval intelligence, in particular on Ultra and its importance. Gardner seeks to move the balance away from claiming too much for Ultra’s role in winning the Battle of the Atlantic, whilst Beesly is a history of the Admiralty’s Operational Intelligence Centre, from a former staff officer at that centre. Bath adds an important US perspective to trans-Atlantic naval intelligence co-operation.
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